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Jupiter: a new tool for
magnetospheric research
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Since 1973 VLF (very-low-frequency) radio wave injection
studies have been performed at Siple Station using a 100-
kilowatt transmitter, Zeus, driving a 21.4-kilometer dipole an-
tenna. The principal receiving station for the transmitter sig-
nals is at Roberval, Quebec, in the Northern Hemisphere
region magnetically conjugate to Siple. The transmitter
studies have been aimed at understanding radio wave prop-
agation in the magnetosphere, the region of plasma above the
ionosphere that is contained by the earth's magnetic field. In
particular, Zeus has helped define and elucidate the mechan-
ism of wave-particle and wave-wave interactions in this
region. However, it became apparent that there were many
wave-injection experiments that could not be performed
because of the limitations of Zeus, and it was decided to
replace Zeus with a new transmitter (to be named Jupiter)
when it came time to build the replacement facility for the
original Siple Station.

The Zeus transmitter uses banks of silicon-controlled rec-
tifiers to switch a direct-current power supply into alternate
ends of a tank (tuned) circuit coupled to the antenna. Zeus is
essentially a high-powered oscillator and thus can generate a
signal at only one frequency at a time. Because of the nature
of the tank circuit, the output frequency range is limited to a
band width of about 1 kilohertz for a given transmitter tun-
ing. The output power is adjusted by changing the line
voltage to the power supply with a 100-kilowatt
autotransformer, a relatively slow mechanical process.
Further, the switching nature of the transmitter results in high

Front view of the Jupiter transmitter. (Left to right: cubicles 1
and 2, power amplifier; cubicle 3, power conditioning and

control equipment.)

harmonic content in the output wave and confusion about the
actual power delivered to the antenna at the desired frequen-
cy. Also, the silicon-controlled rectifiers are liquid cooled,
and ionization of the coolant with resulting corrosion has
been a continuing problem.

The new transmitter, Jupiter, was acquired as surplus
equipment on loan from the U.S. Navy. It has been tested at
Stanford with a dummy load and will be installed at Siple
during the 1978-79 austral summer in time for the occupation
of the new station (see figure).

Jupiter is a broadband (1- to 20-kilohertz) audio
amplifier. It uses four triode output tubes which together are
capable of over 100 kilowatts of power output into the anten-
na. The output tubes are driven by solid-state amplifiers and
can be used either two or four at a time, and at three different
plate voltages (8, 9.5, and 11 kilovolts) to optimize transmitter
efficiency for a given range of output power. The output has
low harmonic content, and since the unit is broadband, com-
plex signals ranging from single frequencies to complex
multiple-frequency formats with rapid frequency and
amplitude (power) variations can be transmitted.

The Navy transmitter was modified to enable operation
over the frequency range of interest, reduce size and weight,
enable quick assembly in the Antarctic, and incorporate ad-
vances in electronic technology since the unit was designed in
1955. Jupiter is modular in construction and can be
assembled easily in the new station during the austral sum-
mer. It has protection and interlock circuits to protect the
transmitter from damage caused by component failure or
operator error and to protect station personnel from inadver-
tent contact with the high-voltage circuits in the transmitter.

Jupiter will be coupled to the Siple 21-kilometer dipole an-
tenna through a new network of antenna-tuning capacitors
and inductors. The tuning network is necessary to match the
transmitter to the antenna to get maximum power transfer.
The new network provides a wider frequency range and high-
er power capabilities than the present system. The tuning net-
work may have voltages as high as 50 kilovolts in some places,
but it will be housed in an area of the transmitter room pro-
tected from access during transmitter operation.

The transmitter system normally will be controlled and
programed by a Data General Nova 3 computer with paper
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tape reader, floppy disk storage, and Teletype and video ter-
minals. The computer uses a Stanford-built real time operat-
ing system that will enable output frequency and power
changes to be made every millisecond (ten times faster than
the present system). Transmitter signals are generated by two
frequency synthesizers under computer control, whose out-
puts are combined in an exciter, also controlled by the com-
puter. The synthesizer signals can be added or multiplied
together; their amplitudes can be controlled individually or in
combination. The phase of the signals can be reset
automatically, resulting in a wide range of possible transmit-
ted signals. Once the transmitter has been set up, it can be
turned on or off automatically.

Many wave-injection experiments are now done in real
time; that is, operators monitor the results of their transmis-
sions via reports over the ATS (Applications Technology
Satellite) link from the receiving station at Roberval, Quebec,
and adjust the transmitter frequency or power according to
reported changes in magnetospheric propagation conditions.
The new transmitter allows the operator in this type of experi-
ment much greater flexibility. With the new transmitter, Siple
will be the only facility in the world capable of transmitting
significant radio power at frequencies as low as 1 kilohertz.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 76-82646.

Energy flux in the solar wind and
magnetospheric substorms
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The auroral oval delineates approximately the boundary
of the polar cap, that area from which the open magnetic flux
originates. Thus, the area bounded by the oval (the size of the
oval) provides a measure of the open flux, and because this
open flux constitutes the main part of the tail of the mag-
netosphere, the size of the oval is also a measure of the effi-
ciency of the solar wind-magnetosphere dynamo. When the
dynamo efficiency is high, the size of the auroral oval tends to
be large. For these reasons, it is of great importance to find
parameters that control the size of the oval and the dynamo
efficiency (Akasofu, 1977).

One of the most important subjects in the field of mag-
netospheric physics during recent years has been a search for
the accurate form of solar wind quantity which controls the
efficiency of the dynamo and the size of the oval. Already, a
number of workers have demonstrated that the B (north-
south) component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)
is an important parameter in this regard; however, P. Per-
reault and I have found that it is not the best quantitative
parameter. The antarctic region is better suited to the study of

this problem than is the arctic region because a much greater
part of the oval can be seen over the antarctic region
(Akasofu, 1978). Thus, we have been concentrating on trying
to find an interplanetary parameter that can predict the size
of the auroral oval on the basis of antarctic auroral data.
Figure 1 shows the afternoon-evening half of the auroral oval
over the antarctic region at about 1700 universal time for 22
successive days, from 18 June to 9 July 1973.

During this search we have found an interesting quantity
which correlates well with the auroral electrojet index. This
quantity, €(t), can be expressed by

€(t) = VI BI 2 (f0sin2)2,
where V = solar wind speed,

I B = magnitude of the IMF,
6 = angle between the IMF vector and the mag-

netospheric field vector at the front of the
magnetosphere, and

A = 7 earth radii.
Thus, €(t) is the product of the electromagnetic energy flux of
the solar wind and the area of the magnetosphere through
which the electromagnetic energy flux enters; the size of the
area is controlled by the orientation of the IMF vector with
respect to that of the magnetospheric magnetic field at the
front of the magnetosphere.

Figures 2 and 3 show examples of the correlation between
€(t) and the auroral electrojet index. We believe the correla-
tion is good enough to be used in predicting substorm activity
by measuring the quantity €(t) at the libration point (approx-
imately 240 earth radii upstream of the solar wind). We are
studying details of the relationship among e(t), the auroral
electrojet index, and the size of the auroral oval.

This research was sponsored by National Science Founda-
tion contract o pp 71-04051.
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